AUTUMN/WINTER

2020

NEWLINE

AW20

BOUNDERLESS

- Performance in All Environments
Newline’s AW20 Collection Bounderless builds on the foundations
of the brand, delivering a seasonal collection of quality, functional
pieces, designed to enhance performance during indoor and outdoor
Running and Training, in all conditions. Performance and Protection
drive the collection in new performance fabric qualities to protect
against the elements; streamlined design to provide comfort and
ease of movement, and 360 Visibility; with special focus on the new
Visio Collection which will continue to run for extended seasons.

#510050-6200 MEN’S TRAINING SHIRT

AW20 MAN

AW20 MAN

MEN’S TRAINING TANK

MEN’S TRAINING TEE

MEN’S VISIO TECH GILET

MEN’S WARM TIGHTS

#510048 / S-2XL / MAN

#510049 / S-2XL / MAN

#510055 / S-2XL / MAN

#510051 / S-2XL / MAN

6200 Dragonfly

6902 Dragonfly/Pewter

0060 Black

0060 Black

/ Regular fit

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Polyester/Cotton tank combining small and large hole mesh knit
structures for ventilation. Flatlocked seams designed ergonomically
around the body prevent chaffing and abrasion at the side seams and
armhole. Reflective logos and muscle enhancing print design provide
high visibility. This is a great garment for both indoor and outdoor
training and running.

KEY FEATURES
Polyester/Cotton colour blocked small and large hole mesh Training
Tee, with textured polyester back yoke mesh for increased ventilation. Flatlocked seams designed for comfort, to alleviate chaffing and
abrasion at the side seams. Reflective logos and reflective printed
sleeve stripes provide 360 visibility. Multi-purpose Tee designed for
indoor and outdoor training and running.

FABRIC: 67% POLYESTER / 33% COTTON

SMALL HOLE MESH MAIN FABRIC: 67% POLYESTER / 33% COTTON
BIG HOLE MESH SIDE PANELS: 67% POLYESTER / 33% COTTON
UPPER BACK MESH: 100% POLYESTER

RETAIL EUR 35.00

RETAIL EUR 40.00

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
The Visio Tech Gilet is the essential performance layering piece of the
season. The quilted upper body has a woven water repellent shell,
protective and insulating. The lower body is a brushed back polyester/
elastane providing warmth and comfort stretch for ease movement.
The side panels are in a durable protective woven 4-way stretch. The
outside collar and the laminated zip chest pocket are in a soft, high
quality reflective fabric delivering 360 Visibility; the logos are reflective
transfer prints.. There are 2 front body, mesh lined, zip pockets.

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Men’s Warm Tights designed with warm and comfort stretch zones
are perfect for Winter outdoor running and training. Heavier brushed
Polyester/Elastane keeps the body warm, and zoned polyamide/
elastane provides the muscle support. Closed hole mesh supports the
back knee; reflective logos and tape give 360 Visibility; back leg zips
increase ease of ‘pull on & off’ over trainers. Concealed side leg/hip
pockets have been designed to hold phone; keys or other essentials
without hindering the comfort and movement of the user. The waist is
grown-on with an integrated drawstring to improve fit when necessary.

UPPER BODY WOVEN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER / 8% NYLON / WATER
REPELLENT
LOWER BODY: BRUSHED KNIT FABRIC 87% POLYESTER / 13% ELASTANE
SIDEPANELS: 100% POLYESTER TPU MILKY MEMBRANE
LINING: 100% POLYESTER
PADDING: 100% POLYESTER

FABRIC 1: 87% POLYESTER / 13% ELASTANE
FABRIC 2: 78% POLYAMIDE / 22% ELASTANE
BACK KNEE FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER
INNER POCKET: POWER MESH
85% POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 80.00

RETAIL EUR 65.00

MEN’S TRAINING SHIRT

MEN’S WARM ZIP NECK SHIRT

MEN’S TECH TIGHTS

MEN’S 2-IN-1 SHORTS

#510050 / S-2XL / MAN

#510036 / S-2XL / MAN

#510004 / S-2XL / MAN

#510001 / S-2XL / MAN

6200 Dragonfly

6200 Dragonfly

0060 Black

0060 Black

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Training Shirt in Polyester/Elastane with brushed, textured inside
surface to help keep the body warm during outdoor running and
training. Textured polyester mesh panels provide ventilation and
breathability. Soft elastic binding at cuffs prevents wind flow to the
body and thumb holes provide comfort and ease of movement. Reflective logos and stripes give 360 Visibility.
MAIN FABRIC: 93% POLYESTER / 7% ELASTANE
MESH: 83% POLYESTER / 17% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 45.00

/ Regular/Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Warm Zip Neck Mid-layer Top with reflective zip tape; reflective logos and reflective printed sleeve stripes providing 360 visibility. Seam
free front collar extending from the front body improves comfort and
fit at the neck.

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Support stretch fabric / Back knee butterfly mesh for ventilation /
Moisture management / Flat seam construction / Drawstring in waistband / Invisible zip pockets at both sides / Gusset for better fitting
Reflective print around zipper at CB legs / Newline print at bag leg /
"n" logo print at front crotch

Contrast fabric back yoke aids to cooling. Thumb holes offer ease
of movement and fold-over cuffs warm the hands when running
outdoors.

BODY FABRIC: 77% POLYAMIDE / 23% ELASTANE
KNEE AND BACK CALF: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
MESH FABRIC: 89% POLYESTER / 11% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 75.00

RETAIL EUR 55.00

/ Regular/Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
The Men’s 2-in-1 shorts comprises of a regular fit woven 4-way
stretch outer short and a knitted polyester/elastane inner short. The
outer short has a single gusset panel to provide increased ease of
movement and there is an invisible zip back pocket offering storage
for cards or keys. The inner short delivers great comfort and support
and has a fully flat seamed finish - there is a laid on phone pocket on
the thigh. The elasticated waistband has an integrated open ended,
flat knit drawcord to adjust fit. The logo is a tonal screen print. This is
an ideal style for training; stretching and running.
OUTER SHORTS: WOVEN FABRIC 93% POLYESTER / 7% ELASTANE
INNER SHORTS AND WAISTBAND: KNITTED FABRIC 81% POLYESTER /
19% ELASTANE
POCKET: POWER MESH 85% POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 55.00

#500036-7200 WOMEN’S WARM ZIP NECK SHIRT · #500044-6900 WOMEN’S HIGH RISE TIGHTS

AW20 WOMAN

AW20 WOMAN

WOMEN’S RELAXED TANK

WOMEN’S TRAINING TEE

WOMEN’S TRAINING TANK

WOMEN’S VISIO TECH GILET

#500033 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500034 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500028 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500055 / XS-XL / WOMAN

6900 Orion Blue/Surf Spray

6900 Orion Blue/Surf Spray

0343 Optic White

0060 Black

/ Regular fit

/ Regular/Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Lightweight nylon/poly/elastane blend Relaxed Tank is an ideal piece
for training or running in. The comfort stretch fabric with narrow
flatlocked seams provide comfort and ease of movement. Side mesh
panels provide airflow to the body. Reflective transfer printed logos
keep you seen.

KEY FEATURES
Women’s versatile raglan sleeve Training Tee is in a lightweight, soft
touch nylon/poly/elastane blend. The narrow flatlock seams and mesh
underarm panels provide comfort, ease of movement and cooling
airflow. Reflective logos and sleeve stripes provide 360 visibility, ideal
when running or training outdoors.

MAIN FABRIC: 56% POLYAMIDE / 44% POLYESTER
SIDE MESH: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
FRONT YOKE: 56% POLYAMIDE / 44% POLYESTER

FABRIC: 56% POLYAMIDE / 44% POLYESTER
SIDE MESH: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 40.00

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Lightweight stretch fabric / Power mesh detail at back
Moisture management / Flat seam construction / Box print at CB "n"
reflective print at chest

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
The Visio Tech Gilet is the essential performance layering piece of the
season. The quilted upper body has a woven water repellent shell,
protective and insulating. The lower body is a brushed back polyester/
elastane providing warmth and comfort stretch for ease movement.
The side panels are in a durable protective woven 4-way stretch. The
outside collar and the laminated zip chest pocket are in a soft, high
quality reflective fabric delivering 360 Visibility; the logos are reflective
transfer prints.. There are 2 front body, mesh lined, zip pockets.

BODY FABRIC: 64% POLYESTER / 36% ELASTANE
BACK ARMHOLE PANEL: 85% POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 40.00

RETAIL EUR 40.00

UPPER BODY WOVEN FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER / 8% NYLON, WATER
REPELLENT
LOWER BODY: BRUSHED KNIT FABRIC 87% POLYESTER / 13% ELASTANE
SIDEPANELS: 100% POLYESTER TPU MILKY MEMBRANE
LINING: 100% POLYESTER
PADDING: 100% POLYESTER

RETAIL EUR 80.00

WOMEN’S TRAINING SHIRT

WOMEN’S WARM ZIP NECK SHIRT

WOMEN’S 2-IN-1 SHORTS

WOMEN’S HIGH RISE

WOMEN’S HIGH RISE TIGHTS

#500035 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500036 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500021 / XS-XL / WOMAN

WARM TIGHTS

#500044 / XS-XL / WOMAN

6800 Orion Blue

7200 Surf Spray

0060 Black

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Women’s Training Shirt in Polyester/Elastane with brushed, textured
inside surface to help keep the body warm during outdoor running
and training. Textured polyester mesh back yoke provides ventilation
and breathability. Soft elastic binding at cuffs prevents wind flow to
the body and thumb holes provide comfort and ease of movement.
Reflective logos and stripes give 360 Visibility.

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Warm Zip Neck Mid-layer Top with reflective zip tape; reflective logos
and reflective printed sleeve stripes providing 360 visibility. Seam free
front collar extending from the front body improves comfort and fit
at the neck.

FABRIC: 93% POLYESTER / 7% ELASTANE
BUTTERFLY MESH: 84 % POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE

Contrast fabric back yoke aids to cooling. Thumb holes offer ease
of movement and fold-over cuffs warm the hands when running
outdoors.

RETAIL EUR 45.00

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
MESH: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 55.00

/ Regualr/Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Outer shorts: Lightweight stretch woven
fabric / 4 way stretch / with
side pockets / Inner short: Super stretch
knitted fabric / Elastic waistband with string
"n" print on the leg
OUTER SHORTS: 93% POLYESTER / 7%
ELASTANE
INNER SHORTS AND WAISTBAND: 81%
POLYESTER / 19% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 45.00

#500045 / XS-XL / WOMAN
6800 Orion Blue

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Women’s High Rise Warm Tights are designed
with warm and comfort stretch zones, perfect
for Winter outdoor running and training. Heavier brushed Polyester/Elastane keeps the body
warm, and zoned polyamide/elastane provides
muscle support. The deep waistband has an
internal integrated closed drawcord to adjust
fit if necessary and a back zip pocket to store
phone, card or keys.
FABRIC 1: 87%POLYESTER / 13% ELASTANE
FABRIC 2: 78%POLYAMIDE / 22% ELASTANE
POWER MESH: 85%POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 65.00

6900 Orion Blue/Surf Spray

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
The Women’s High Rise Tights provide great
support, stretch, and comfort with a ‘second-skin’ feel and fit. The deep waistband
also delivers on comfort and support and
has an internal integrated closed drawcord
to adjust fit if necessary. There is a concealed
back pocket to store phone, card or keys.
Reflective logos and newline side leg print
provide visibility.
FABRIC: 75% POLYAMIDE / 25% ELASTANE
POWER MESH FABRIC: 85% POLYAMIDE / 15%
ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 55.00

#500047-4800 WOMEN’S TECH TIGHTS

#500033-4800 WOMEN’S RELAXED TANK

AW20 WOMAN

AW20 WOMAN

WOMEN’S RELAXED TANK

WOMEN’S TRAINING TEE

WOMEN’S TECH TIGHTS

#500033 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500034 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500047 / XS-XL / WOMAN

4800 Oxblood Red

4800 Oxblood Red

0060 Black

/ Regular fit

/ Regular/Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Lightweight nylon/poly/elastane blend Relaxed Tank is an ideal piece
for training or running in. The comfort stretch fabric with narrow
flatlocked seams provide comfort and ease of movement. Side mesh
panels provide airflow to the body. Reflective transfer printed logos
keep you seen.

KEY FEATURES
Women’s versatile raglan sleeve Training Tee is in a lightweight, soft
touch nylon/poly/elastane blend. The narrow flatlock seams and mesh
underarm panels provide comfort, ease of movement and cooling
airflow. Reflective logos and sleeve stripes provide 360 visibility, ideal
when running or training outdoors.

MAIN FABRIC: 56% POLYAMIDE / 44% POLYESTER
SIDE MESH: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
FRONT YOKE: 56% POLYAMIDE / 44% POLYESTER

FABRIC: 56% POLYAMIDE / 44% POLYESTER
SIDE MESH: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 40.00

RETAIL EUR 40.00

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
The Women’s Tech Tights are in a high performance polyamide/elastane blend providing great support, stretch, and comfort. Reduced
seams and ergonomic design create a ‘second skin’ fit and feel; power
mesh side leg panels provide airflow and breathability. The deep
waistband - shaped at the back - has an internal integrated closed
drawcord to adjust fit, and an invisible laser cut back zip pocket
for phone, card or keys. Reflective logos, newline transfer print and
reflective zip tape provide 360 Visibility.
MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE / 22%ELASTANE
POCKET BUTTERFLY MESH: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE
POWER MESH INSIDE WAIST BAND: 85% POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 65.00

WOMEN’S WARM ZIP NECK SHIRT

WOMEN’S TECH TIGHTS

#500036 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500047 / XS-XL / WOMAN

4800 Oxblood Red

4800 Oxblood Red

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Warm Zip Neck Mid-layer Top with reflective zip tape; reflective logos
and reflective printed sleeve stripes providing 360 visibility. Seam free
front collar extending from the front body improves comfort and fit
at the neck.
Contrast fabric back yoke aids to cooling. Thumb holes offer ease
of movement and fold-over cuffs warm the hands when running
outdoors.
MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
MESH: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 55.00

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
The Women’s Tech Tights are in a high performance polyamide/elastane blend providing great support, stretch, and comfort. Reduced
seams and ergonomic design create a ‘second skin’ fit and feel; power
mesh side leg panels provide airflow and breathability. The deep
waistband - shaped at the back - has an internal integrated closed
drawcord to adjust fit, and an invisible laser cut back zip pocket
for phone, card or keys. Reflective logos, newline transfer print and
reflective zip tape provide 360 Visibility.
MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE / 22% ELASTANE
POCKET BUTTERFLY MESH: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE
POWER MESH INSIDE WAIST BAND: 85% POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 65.00

AW20 MAN

AW20 WOMAN

BASE COOL TEE

MEN’S WARM ZIP NECK SHIRT

BASE COOL TEE

WOMEN’S WARM ZIP NECK SHIRT

#014614 / S-3XL / MAN

#510036 / S-2XL / MAN

#013614 / S-3XL / WOMAN

#500036 / XS-XL / WOMAN

0060 Black / Body cut

0060 Black

KEY FEATURES
Plain polyester knit
Moisture management
V-neck cut

/ Regular/Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
Warm Zip Neck Mid-layer Top with reflective zip tape; reflective logos
and reflective printed sleeve stripes providing 360 visibility. Seam free
front collar extending from the front body improves comfort and fit at
the neck. Contrast fabric back yoke aids to cooling. Thumb holes offer
ease of movement and fold-over cuffs warm the hands when running
outdoors.

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER

RETAIL EUR 20.00

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
MESH FABRIC: 89% POLYESTER / 11% ELASTANE

0060 Black / Body cut

0060 Black

KEY FEATURES
Plain polyester knit
Moisture management
V-neck cut

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
Warm Zip Neck Mid-layer Top with reflective zip tape; reflective logos
and reflective printed sleeve stripes providing 360 visibility. Seam free
front collar extending from the front body improves comfort and fit at
the neck.

MAIN FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER

Contrast fabric back yoke aids to cooling. Thumb holes offer ease
of movement and fold-over cuffs warm the hands when running
outdoors.

RETAIL EUR 20.00

MAIN FABRIC: 88% POLYESTER / 12% ELASTANE
MESH: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 55.00

RETAIL EUR 55.00

MEN’S CROSS JACKET

MEN’S PERFORMANCE VISIO TIGHTS

WOMEN’S CROSS JACKET

WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE VISIO TIGHTS

#510040 / S-2XL / MAN

#510043 / S-2XL / MAN

#500040 / XS-XL / WOMAN

#500043 / XS-XL / WOMAN

0060 Black

2900 Sulphur Spring/Asphalt

0060 Black

2900 Sulphur Spring/Asphalt

/ Regular fit

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
The Performance Visio Jacket is designed for all conditions. It is fully
seam sealed and provides a high level of water resistance, breathability
and protection against the wind. The jacket is fully lined with a mesh
and taffeta lining. Ventilation at the side body assists temperature
control. Articulated seams offer comfort and ease of movement. Storm
cuffs with thumb holes provide protection from the elements as well
comfort and ease of movement in the sleeves. Concealed zip pockets
have brushed pocket lining for warming the hands. The peaked hood
has double strings to tighten against the elements and to provide increased peripheral vision. 360 Visibility is key with functional reflective
details strategically designed and integrated into the jacket.

KEY FEATURES
The Men’s Performance Visio Tights are in a high-quality polyamide/
elastane blend providing great muscle support, stretch, and comfort
with a’ second-skin’ feel and fit. The grown-on waistband has adjustable strings also to improve fit, whilst back leg zips increase ease of
‘pull on & off’. Reflective printed lower leg panels provide maximum
360 Visibility ideal for outdoor running; training and cycling in the
Winter months and poor conditions.

SHELL FABRIC: 100% POLYESTER - WINDPROOF & WATER RESISTANT
LINING: 100% POLYESTER

MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE / 22% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 95.00

Side leg pockets are designed on the thighs to offer storage solutions
for telephone and keys, and all seams are flatlocked to ensure maximum comfort and ease of movement for the user.

RETAIL EUR 80.00

/ Regular fit

KEY FEATURES
The Cross Jacket combines a lightweight performance 4-way stretch
upper body and sleeves, with articulated seams and storm cuffs with
thumb holes for outdoor protection from the elements, and for comfort & ease of movement. Back ventilation provides cooling. The lower
body is in a contrasting knit fabric with added stretch and a peached
inside for warmth and comfort. There are 2 concealed front zip pockets and a back invisible zip pocket integrated into the streamlined
design. Reflective logos and prints provide 360 visibility. The Cross
Jacket is a great functional garment which can be used for outdoors
training: running & cycling.

/ Tight fit

KEY FEATURES
The Women’s Performance Visio Tights are in a high-quality polyamide/elastane blend providing great support, stretch, and comfort
with a’ second-skin’ feel and fit. The deep waistband has an internal
integrated closed drawcord to adjust fit if necessary and a concealed
back pocket to store card or keys. Power mesh side leg pockets can
comfortably hold your phone or other essentials without hindering
the movement and performance of the user. Back leg zips increase
ease of ‘pull on & off’. Reflective printed lower leg panels provide
maximum 360 Visibility ideal for outdoor running; training and cycling
in the Winter months and poor conditions. All seams are flatlocked to
ensure maximum comfort and ease of movement.

UPPER BODY WOVEN FABRIC: 94% NYLON / 6% SPANDEX
LOWER BODY KNIT FABRIC: 92% POLYESTER / 8% ELASTANE
MESH LINING: 100% POLYESTER
SLEEVE LINING: 100% NYLON

MAIN FABRIC: 78% POLYAMIDE / 22% ELASTANE
BUTTERFLY MESH INSIDE POCKET: 84% POLYAMIDE / 16% ELASTANE
INSIDE WAISTBAND: 85% POLYAMIDE / 15% ELASTANE

RETAIL EUR 95.00

RETAIL EUR 80.00

